
shady shakeup
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

Turn off-the-shelf 

ACCENT
LAMPS

into custom-embellished 
masterpieces.

We’ve got project ideas to inspire
you from shade to shining shade.



TRIED
AND TRIM
Here’s a flight-of-fancy look to 
lighten up a tween-dream space. 
Fluff up a stately white shade 
by covering it with rosette-
bedecked mesh.The result is a 
cute, age-appropriate accent.  

GOTTA HAVE
SHADES

Perch this pretty on the nightstand, and 
you’ll always wake up on the bright side of 

the bed. This shade comes in bold-as-it-gets 
fuchsia—and we added the ribbon and

the happy handmade pinwheels. 

LIGHT IS A 
HIGHWAY

Do you have the drive to decorate? Well, 
let’s get this shade on the road! Deck the 
plain gray shade with self-adhesive craft 
foam to act as traffic lines and a handful 

of miniatures—we went with a Big Apple 
theme—and you’re ready to roll.
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HAPPY 
OWL 
OVER
We fell in love with this 
winged-wonder accent 
lamp, but it had a kitschy 
quality that didn’t quite 
jive in an uber-girly 
space. Here was the 
solution: feminine 
rosette trim, glued right 
to the shade. A wise 
decision, no?
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This Moroccan-style shade was 
feeling blue (and white) until 

we painted over the white with 
two shades of gorgeous gray. 

The extra color mellowed the in-
your-face pattern, which made it 

perfect for our kicked-back space.

HAVE A
NICE GRAY   



PRESTO
CHANGE-OH!

Pull a seasonal frou-frou switcheroo by changing the 
goodies in the jar. We did ornaments and garland for

the holidays—then twigs and eggs for every day. 
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JAR
AND 
AWAY
This oversized jar 
lamp is begging 
for embellishment. 
And you can do it 
two ways: fill the 
jar and jazz up the 
shade. We stenciled 
the birdie onto the 
burlap before gluing 
on a trio of flowery 
papercrafting 
embellishments.


